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N RAILWAY STATIONS, RAILWAY BUILDINGS
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Railway stations

»Langwies« Station
Several railway station buildings of timber construction and same ground plan, in part mirror-inverted, have 
been set up along the Chur-Arosa line of the Rhaetian Railway. Those buildings that were erected nearly  
90 years ago remarkably match the landscape.
Their distinctive features are the place names and maxims carved in wood and set off in white colour. During 
the summer those buildings are additionally embellished with dozens of geraniums set in flower boxes. 

Epoch II • Lasercut model • 118 × 65 × 65 mm

»Schwarzach« Station
with annexed goods shed and platform roofing. 

Epoch II • 251 × 120 × 74 mm 
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Railway stations

Small town station »Sonnenbuehl«
Classic provincial town railway station with mounted  
freight shed and loading ramp.
Ideal model for beginners to the railway station area. 

Epoch II • 135 × 78 × 60 mm 

»Güglingen« Station
Attached freight station, covered waiting room  
and separate utility building. 

Epoch I • Standard farm: 165 × 78 × 78 mm • Sanitary building: 73 × 30 × 35 mm
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Railway stations

»Reichenbach« Station
A typical small station with attached 
freight shed. 

Epoch II • 163 × 71 × 72 mm 

»Hochdorf« Station
Classic station in rural areas with covered 
platform and adjoining goods shed.
Platforms art. 222124 and art. 222125 can  
be used. 
 
Epoch II • 250 × 120 × 88 mm 



212113
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Railway stations

»Bonn« Station
A construction dating back from the Wilhelminian period, in a neo-classical 
style with a world famous name. For 100 years the star of many »large railway 
stations«. Now, as a model it represents the star of the FALLER railway 
station concept. The beautiful richness of design which was partially repro-
duced from the original, the excellent reproduction of the many details 
captured by the remarkable delicate engravings and the variety of accesso-
ries make this construction kit the star model of every layout. 

The railway station »Bonn« already has a grand format with approx. 500 mm 
length.

With the various models from the railway station concept »Bonn«, interesting 
railway station complexes can be built with the glass covered structure (art. 
222128) and the platform (art. 222119). Because of the combination alterna-
tives of the individual models the options range from a small suburban 
railway station to a grand main station.

Epoch I • 504 × 127 × 110 mm
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Railway stations

»Karlsberg« Station
Urban railway station with white painted brick walls, sandstone, side facade 
and window borders, two corner buildings and centre section with a roofed 
entrance. Glazed platform roofing. The train shed (art. 222128) can be added.

Epoch II • 295 × 129 × 80 mm

»Schwarzburg« Station
The railway station »Schwarzburg« built around 1900 is the attraction of any model layout. Half-timber construction, 
open, roofed shelter platform, richly structured hip roof and attached goods shed. 

Epoch I • 310 × 107 × 120 mm 



212130
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»Horrem« Station
Fantastic highlight in the railway station area for N scale enthusiasts. This faithful reproduction of the »Green Station« 
built in Kerpen-Horrem in North Rhine-Westphalia is the first modern station in the N collection. That lighthouse 
project of DB Station&Service AG is the first station to be built to combine globally the three aspects environment, 
energy and climate. 

While the clear structure and the reserved tone of the slate building leave the trains the privilege of being the real stars, 
the large-area glazed facade and roof provide transparency and ideal daylight penetration for the travellers present in 
the central hall without any supporting pillar and its waiting area. The photo-voltaic installation making use of solar 
energy as well as the grassing of the roof surfaces of varying overhanging length round off that successful ecological 
model. Seats, modern lampposts and train destination indicators also form part of the kit.

Epoch VI • 242 × 107 × 60 mm

Railway stations, railway buildings I Railway stations
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2 ICE platforms
2 ICE platforms in modern design, with glazed waiting room, benches, paper baskets and information boards.

Epoch V • 500 × 53 × 35 mm 

Modern platform with accessories
Two platform base plates with printed safety line and covering pavement. For the platform ends 
ramps with two different slopes are provided. The kit includes modern decoration elements such  
as train destination indicators, ticket slot machines, lamps, signs and information panels. The width 
of the platform can be chosen variably according to useful rated break points built into the part.

Epoch V • New Item 2018 • max. 400 × 42 × 8,7 mm 

Guys at the station 
New Item 2018

Platform benches, billboards 
Epoch III

Steam locomotive personnel 
Epoche III

Railway stations, railway buildings I Platforms
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Station hall
The glass covered structure is suitable for double 
track. Several platforms can be installed in tandem  
or side by side if so desired. An appropriate platform  
is art. 222119.

Epoch II • 168 × 108 × 90 mm

Station hall
Glass-roofed station hall. This structure can be extended in both length and width. 
   
Epoch I • 365 × 220 × 85 mm

Travellers

Passers-by I

Railway stations, railway buildings I Station halls

Passers-by III
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Platforms

Platform
Platform with decoration parts. Several 
platforms can be built in a row. 

Epoch I • 584 × 37 × 41 mm

3 Platforms
One open platform and 2 with glazed roofing. Many  
small parts such as benches and boards are included.

Epoch III • 167 × 29 × 33 mm (3 x) 

Platform
Platform, partly roofed, with inclined ascents.  
Several units can be built in tandem.

Epoch II • 581 × 37 × 40 mm 

2 Platforms
2 Platforms with decoration parts. Several platforms 
can be built in a row.

Epoch I • Patinated model • 363 × 40 × 37 mm (2 x) 

Platform
Platform, covered, with passenger’s exit,  
access ramps and accessories.

Epoch I • Patinated model • 258 × 52 × 44 mm 

Passers-by III
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Footbridges

Footbridge
Massive footbridge with lateral masonry. Flights of stairs and walkway are covered  
and ornamented with elaborate steel decorative elements. 

Epoch I • Patinated model • 250 × 140 × 86 mm 

»Radolfzell« Platform bridge
Aged model of the historical platform bridge in 
Radolfzell near Lake Constance. Stairwells and 
superstructure of the riveted steel construction, 
which covers two platforms, are covered by a 
roof. 

Epoch II • Patinated model • 145 × 135 × 75 mm •
Clearance width: 50 mm •
Clearance: 40 mm   

Footbridge
The staircases on both sides can be arranged  
in various ways. 

Epoch III • 215 × 120 × 80 mm •
Clearance width: 130 mm •
Clearance: 60 mm   
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Wayside station
Wayside station in the 
architectural style of a 
branch line – with a small 
roofed loading ramp.

Epoch II • 89 × 60 × 42 mm 

»Waldhausen« Wayside station
Multiple uses. Laser-cut model of »Waldhausen« 
country halt located on the Amstetten-Gerstetten 
local railway line operated by the Ulm Railway 
Friends, with plinth all around, light-coloured ren-
dered facade and a double pitch roof at a right angle.

Epoch II • New item 2018 • Lasercut model • 
50 × 35 × 41 mm 

Toilet house
Polyvalent. Rural sanitary construc-
tion with double pitch roof, unren-
dered bracing, and wood facing 
facade, to be installed alone or to 
complement some stations lacking 
their own public WC.

Epoch II • New Item 2018 •  
73 × 30 × 35 mm 

»Schönberg« Wayside station
Unique edition! Laser-cut model of a small station building 
at a halt similar to some originals located on secondary 
lines in the Schwäbisch Hall district. Timber framework 
with exposed wall made of bricks in a beautiful red shade 
and a hipped roof at a corner. Can be used in rural or 
urban areas.

Epoch II • Lasercut model • 52 × 35 × 38 mm 

Railway stations, railway buildings I Wayside stations
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Railway lodges

Signal man house
Signal man house in clinker construction, matching 
the clinker railway buildings. Material mix of colour-
ed plastic, wood and special cardboard parts. 

Epoch II • Patinated model • Lasercut model •
42 × 40 × 39 mm 

Trackside decoration
The parts of this set can be used at many positions  
along the railway line.
2 Waiting shelters for flag stops, 2 worker’s shanties,  
4 huts and 10 trackside telephones. 

Epoch III 

Gatekeeper’s lodge
Gatekeeper’s lodge with shed attached on one 
side and board cladding on the top storey. 

Epoch II • 64 × 54 × 44 mm 

3 Trackside shanties
Tools for the maintenance of road beds are  
stored in them.

Epoch II • Patinated model • 34 × 24 × 24 mm •
40 × 35 × 22 mm • 40 × 35 × 22 mm 

Track layers
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Freight shed
Freight shed with a free loading platform, 6 movable building doors 
and accessories.
Several buildings can be built in tandem or side by side. 

Epoch I • 173 × 82 × 73 mm 

Railway stations, railway buildings I Goods sheds, loading

Freight house
Freight house with loading ramps on either side and  
many additional details inclu d ing cable drums, stacks  
of ties, telephone, buffers, crates and sacks.

Epoch I • 130 × 55 × 52 mm 
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222180

222193
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Goods sheds, loading, railway lodges

Spindle lifting jacks
Lifting jacks with supports for the maintenance and repair 
of rail vehicles at the wagon depot. Equipped for the 
illustration of the operation with a motor. Non-functional 
model. 

Epoch II • 48,5 × 11 × 22 mm (2 x) 

Freight depot with crane
Freight depot with roofed ramps on both sides and gates that can be built 
open or closed. A large, turnable crane is located on the end of the loading 
ramp.

Epoch II • Patinated model • Movable model • 182 × 98 × 65 mm

Freight shed
Freight shed made of wood, 
with loading ramp and lateral 
ramp for vehicles.

Epoch II • 115 × 52 × 44 mm 



222118
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Engine houses

2-Stall roundhouse
Individual kits can be combined to build a larger structure. Clearance of gates: 40 mm. 
Interior for engines up to 180 mm length over buffers. Fan arch of tracks 15°. Lighting by 
means of 2 bayonet sockets MS 4 (equals Märklin 60.000). 

Epoch I • 206 × 199 × 96 mm
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Engine houses

Engine house
Engine house from the steam train 
era, 2 stalls and working doors  
(spring mech a nism). For engines up 
to 135 mm length over buffers. Several 
sheds can be placed side by side.

Epoch I • 188 × 111 × 68 mm

Depot set engine shed
A FALLER highlight in new design. Set comprised of a three-stall engine house in half timbered 
building style with water tower at the rear. For engines up to 162 mm length over buffers, gate height 
36 mm, spacing of tracks from centre to centre 37 mm. Set also includes two floor jacks with sup-
ports, a locomotive tube cleaner, a water sprout and a loading gauge.

Epoch II • 227 × 126 × 95 mm
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Engine houses

Two-stall engine shed
Two-stall engine shed for engines up to 138 mm  
length over buffers.

Epoch II • 215 × 105 × 95 mm •
Gate height: 36 mm • Distance between centres: 37 mm

One stall engine shed
One stall engine shed. The length  
of this structure can be shortened.  
Length over buffers: 155 mm

Epoch I • Patinated model • 175 × 52 × 62 mm 

»Branch line engine shed with block post« Set
Partly aged secondary line set consisting of a half-timbered  
engine shed, a brick block signal post with outside stairs, and  
a water spout with fencing for a heap of coal.

Epoch II • Patinated model •
Engine shed: 90 × 61 × 62 mm •
Signal box: 66 × 45 × 65 mm •
Coal bunker: 45 × 45 × 11 mm •
Water crane: 40 × 8 × 30 mm  
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»Oberharmersbach« 
Railcar depot
Laser-cut model of a railcar shelter 
with an annexed building on one side, 
designed according to an original 
located in the Black Forest. The 
roofed yard of that timber construc-
tion can be used for instance as a bus 
shelter or for events such as the 
Sunday morning meeting to have a 
Railcar Shed Drink together.

Epoch II • Lasercut model •
106 × 72 × 43 mm

Engine repair shed
This model can be used within and outside of the depot, e.g.  
as a locomotive shed, track engine repair shed, blacksmith etc.  
Doors on the front and back so trains can pass through.
The module layout allows for a variable extension of the building  
and the construction of several models side by side. The fireplace  
is prepared to have a smoke generator installed.

Epoch I • 154 × 109 × 160 mm

Railway stations, railway buildings I Engine houses
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Contemporary engine shed
Two-stall engine depot in a contemporary design with rooftop solar cell. The moving doors of the rectangular shed  
can be opened and closed by entering and exiting locomotives through use of the servo (art. 180726) and servo control 
(art. 180725). The kit contains parts for optional decorating with closed end wall or passage. 

Epoch V • Patinated model • Movable model • 191 × 110 × 76 mm

Allotment garden sets p. 339

Railway stations, railway buildings I Engine houses

Small wagon turntable 
with servo drive
Laser-cut model of a manually operated 
turntable with wooden casing and two 
exits for the distribution of wagons at 
small depots or factory installations with 
freight service. It is driven by the inclu-
ded servomechanism. 
The building kit also contains inserts  
for the tracks H0f and Z. 
Required track length: 50 mm. 
Use our new servo (art. 180725) as the 
drive.

Epoch II • Lasercut model •  
Movable model • incl. servo •
ø 63 × 35 mm 



222101
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»Naumburg« Tram depot
Laser-cut model according to the original 
depot, classified as a historical monument, of 
the tramway company in Naumburg. That 
rectangular building erected in 1840 to serve  
as a riding hall and converted in 1892 into the 
present two-stall tram depot features a stone 
plinth all around, sash bar windows, a half- 

timbered gable and grey double pitch roof,  
and is considered to be the oldest tram depot 
in operation. 

Epoch III • New Item 2018 • Lasercut model • 
190 × 99 × 74  mm

2 Holiday houses p. 316

Outstanding diversity! 
First launch for two new tramway models in the tram system range of Tomytec’s 
current leaflet. Both three-carriage models of Munich and Berlin public transport 
company can be combined with the motorized chassis Art. 978710 without using 
any tool, thus ensuring plenty of action and movement in the city.  
I All infos on: www.faller.de/de/tomytec

Railway stations, railway buildings I Tram depot
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Segment turntable with servo
Small revolving plate with a branch-off angle 
of up to 37.5 degrees ensuring the space 
saving transfer of railway engines, in the 
confined space of terminal stations for 
instance. A thick wood-like plank as well as  
a powerful micro servo complement these 
points. 2 track profiles of 94 mm each includ-
ed. To be connected to Servo Control Art. 
180725. 

Epoch III • New Item 2018 •  
Movable model • incl. servo •  
96 × 83 × 9 mm • Depth: 27 mm 

Railway stations, railway buildings
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Signal towers

»Brügge« Overhead 
signal box
Gantry signal box spanning three 
tracks. It will enhance any station 
approach.

Epoch II • Patinated model •
123 × 85 × 95 mm •
Clearance: 44 mm 

Overhead signal tower
A structure spanning two tracks. 
Catenary operation possible. 
Clearance: 43 mm (without track). 

Epoch III • 123 × 110 × 94 mm

Signalmen
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»Dahlhausen« Signal tower
Miniature of a Prussian switch tower on stilts with 
corrugated sheet covering from the collection of the 
Bochum Railway Museum. The stilt construction 
reduces the amount of space required to a minimum. 

Epoch II • Lasercut model • 73 × 27 × 58 mm 

Signal tower
This small signal tower has an outer stair-
case and 3 control desks on the first floor.
Its architectural style matches the signal 
towers on level crossings (art. 222170 and  
art. 222171).

Epoch II • 64 × 38 × 64 mm 

»Mittelstadt« Signal tower
Half-timbered signal tower with outside stair case  
and interior details on the second floor.

Epoch I • Patinated model • 57 × 38 × 59 mm

Railway stations, railway buildings I Signal towers
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Field track crossing
Field track crossing with gatekeeper’s 
house and movable barriers. 

Epoch I • 70 × 65 × 27 mm 

Gated railway crossing 
Microprocessor-controlled level-crossing equipped with 4 flashing St. Andrews crosses, 2 gates over the entire width of 
the road and a gatekeeper’s lodge. Function triggered through a sensor, digital input also possible. Suitable for all types 
of track. Can also be used in the Car System for right-hand and left-hand traffic, on two lanes. Stopping places (art. 
161675) have to be bought in addition. 12-16 V AC/DC voltage.

Epoch III • incl. motor • Level crossing: 210 × 190 × 90 mm • 64 × 54 × 44 mm   

Level crossing  
with signal tower
The railway crossing is fitted with 
electric drive, which noiselessly and 
realistically slowly opens and closes 
the gates. 
The crossing can be installed on 
single and multiple track straights 
and bends of all track types. 
(12-16 V, AC voltage, 60 mA) 

Epoch II • incl. motor •
150,5 × 117 × 72 mm • Depth: 18 mm 

Railway stations, railway buildings I Level crossings
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222171

2772 Warning crosses with 
flashing lights
2 Warning crosses with flashing lights 
for unprotected level-crossings. 
Switching printed circuit included. 
12-16 V AC/DC voltage. 
Epoch III 

Level crossing
Level crossing with gatekeeper’s lodge. For incorporation  
into one-track or multi-track routes. Without drive. 

Epoch II • 204 × 134 × 46 mm 

Guarded level crossing
Guarded level crossing with gatekeeper’s shack. 
For straight and curved tracks of all makes. 

Epoch II • 143 × 98 × 42 mm 

Level crossing with signal tower
This crossing can be built into single- and multi-track 
straights or curves of all track types. Both barriers (dum-
mies) can be replaced by four warning lights (dummies).

Epoch III • 150,5 × 117 × 72 mm

Railway stations, railway buildings I Level crossings
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Loading

Coal spill platform with driving components
Stone-walled spill coal handling with an elevated storage level in order to use with landscape formations. From the 
remote corners of the bunker the coal is pushed within the reach of the coaling crane by means of trams or directly  
carried by means of delivery chutes to the locomotive tender. The kit includes small components in order to effectively 
operate the crane cab with a servo. 

Epoch II • Patinated model • 255 × 108 × 62 mm

Gantry crane
Gantry crane in timber construction as it is 
some times still used at small railway stations.

Epoch I • 86 × 40 × 72 mm

Gantry crane
This very typical railway model can not only be used 
in the depot. A gantry crane can be built with the 
parts of this construction kit, which spans over two 
or three tracks.

Epoch I • 85 × 17 × 58 mm •
Clearance: 45 mm 
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Loading crane with freight
Loading crane slewing by hand. Without lifting or 
lowering function. Various types of loads are included. 

Epoch I • 50 × 14 × 38 mm 

Small portal crane
Small portal crane for handling goods from street to 
railway or railway to ships. Top of crane can be rotated 
manually. 

Epoch II • Movable model • 188 × 57 × 109 mm 

Railway stations, railway buildings I Loading

Gantry crane
The large gantry crane can be fitted with a clamshell 
grab, hook or log grab, and is thus suitable for operation 
in the most varied working areas. Cabin and jib can be 
adjusted manually. Clearance under the gantry 43 mm. 
Crane can be moved manually on its own 190 mm track.

Epoch II • 188 × 40 × 141 mm



222137
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Coaling station
Prototypical coaling system, complete with 
high-rise bunker, 1 coal shed (190 mm) and 
portal crane (like item 222198).
Parallel tracks for high-rise bunker 48 mm. 
Clearance height: 40 mm
Coal for decoration included.

Epoch II • 189 × 162 × 141 mm 

Railway stations, railway buildings I Loading
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4 Water cranes
These delicate water cranes with 
rotary upper parts feature external 
heating equipment.
Gully grates are also included. 

Epoch II • 41 × 11 × 34 mm (4 x) 

Water standpipe, loading 
gauge, locomotive tube 
cleaner
A kit to complement the servicing area 
consisting of loading gauge, water spout 
and a stationary pipe blasting frame. 
Epoch II 

Coaling station
Coaling station with manually  
movable loading crane and tender.  
For small service areas. 

Epoch I • Patinated model •
119 × 44 × 66 mm 

2 Inspection pits
2 Inspection pits, with 2 rails moulded on.

Epoch II • Patinated model • 209 × 51 × 8 mm (2 x) 

Railway stations, railway buildings I Loading
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Oil tank
Surface supply tank with petrol pump and filling 
hose. Now, every small company can provide its 
vehicles with diesel oil.

Epoch III • Patinated model • 52 × 24 × 23 mm 

2 Oil storage tanks
2 oil storage tanks with ladderway and catwalk.
Stickers of various oil companies are included.

Epoch III • 130 × 85 × 50 mm 

Sand house
A model set for the steam depot. Sanding tower with 
high-level tank. Sand house with slidable roof for loading 
and a bag of »sand« for realistic decoration.

Epoch II • Sand house: 86 × 30 × 18 mm •
Sand tower: 24 × 24 × 78 mm 

2 Sanding towers
Alongside the engine shed tracks. Two steel towers linked with each 
other through a platform and featuring cross girders and ladders to 
ensure the filling of engines with brake sand. Dry gritting sand reach-
es both silos through a rising pipe and is poured via swivelling deliv-
ery booms.

Epoch II • 64 × 24 × 79 mm 

Railway stations, railway buildings I Loading
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Railway stations, railway buildings I Water tower

»Bielefeld« Water tower
Water tower from Bielefeld with masonry en-
trance area, clinker tower and spherical water 
holder.

Epoch II • Patinated model • 51 × 49 × 133 mm 

»Haltingen« Water tower
Water tower with spherical tank and 
filigree steel girder construction. 
Shack as entrance to the pumping 
station, well cover and vent pipes 
included.

Epoch II • ø 65 × 38 mm • H: 150 mm 

»Süssenbrunn« Water tower
Water tower with a very attractive structure made from original plans.

Epoch II • Patinated model • 58 × 58 × 135 mm 

Water tower
Water tower with some decoration parts typical of railway 
line areas, such as: axles, piles of sleepers, corrugat-
ed-sheet huts, water spout, switch lever, and bumper.

Epoch I • 75 × 70 × 90 mm 
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»UPS« Logistics staff
New Item 2018

»UPS« Logistics hall
Efficient. Generous transport and storage capacities are offered by this single-storey construction with double 
pitch roof, trapezoidal sheet facade, strips of windows and annexed office of the »United Parcel Service of 
America, Inc.« offering Courier, Express and Parcel service. The smooth flow of arriving and leaving goods is 
ensured by 19 loading/unloading platforms fitted with rolling shutter doors, while up to 10 of them can be fixed 
in the open position. Expandable in length and width by juxtaposing several models.

Epoch V • New Item 2018 • 222,5 × 122 × 76 mm

Assorted goods
Assorted goods as casks, barrels, 
wooden cases and planks.
Epoch III 

Trade, business, industry I Logistic

2 Dump bodies 
Epoch III 
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40’ Hi-Cube Container »K-LINE«
Epoch V • 76 × 15 × 18 mm 

40’ Hi-Cube Container »MAERSK«
Epoch V • 76 × 15 × 18 mm 

48’ Rib-Side Container »GENSTAR«
Epoch V • 92 × 16 × 18,5 mm 

40’ Hi-Cube Container »Hapag-Lloyd«
Epoch V • 76 × 15 × 18 mm 

40’ Hi-Cube Container »CAST«
Epoch V • 76 × 15 × 18 mm 

40’ Hi-Cube Container »EVERGREEN«
Epoch V • 76 × 15 × 18 mm 

MANAGING THE FLOW OF GOODS
Turnover and terminal in focus. The containers, which are available in two different 
sizes, are perfect as cargos for demonstrating mobility with different forms of trans-
port or for realistic scene design at terminals. All models are provided ready assem-
bled and painted.

Trade, business, industry I Accessories, decorations I Containers
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Iron foundry
The three sections can either be built together or se parately. Covered loading ramp, overhead 
gondola transport system (motor art. 180629 not included, 12-16 V, AC voltage). The chimney-stack 
can be fitted with a smoke generator. 

Epoch I • Movable model • Warehouse: 276 × 118 × 160 mm •
Administrative wing with production hall: 344 × 118 × 160 mm

Trade, business, industry I Factory buildings

»Schmidt« Shoe factory
Large shoe works accommodated in a two-storey brick building featuring facing gables, pilaster 
strips and small arched friezes to optically structure the storeys as well as two one storey annexed 
outbuildings with shed roofs.

Epoch I • 184 × 229 × 90 mm
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Trade, business, industry I Factory buildings

2 Factory halls
Two production halls with North light roof – to go with the 
 main factory building (art. 222201). Extensions to be added.

Epoch II • Patinated model  • 92 × 68 × 50 mm (2 x) 

Machine factory »Kolb & Co.«
A typical factory in highly detailed brickwork.  
By using several kits this building can be extended  
in height and length.

Epoch II • Patinated model • 94 × 81 × 124 mm 

Boiler house
With factory chimney; it gives  
the finishing touch to buildings  
art. 222201 and art. 222203.

Epoch II • Patinated model •
126 × 74 × 135 mm

Factory personnel Industrial workers
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Service station
With sales room, pay desk and service bay. The pumps are covered by  
an overall roof. Decoration strips for several oil companies are included.

Epoch IV • 110 × 93 × 35 mm 

Diesel oil facility
Diesel oil depot comprised of operator’s stand, shed, two flat-bottom tanks surmounted by  
a catwalk, with piping and a concrete collecting trough, a vertical oil tank with ladder and 
platform, three dispensing pumps protected through two shelters of different height as well  
as two thick planks and plenty of floor plates.

Epoch IV • New Item 2018 • Tanks: 119 × 62 × 60 mm • Oil refueling: 33 × 22 × 38 mm •  
Large dispenser: 70 × 13 × 17 mm • Small dispenser: 21 × 13 × 16 mm •  
Track inserts: 35 × 6,5 × 1,2 mm (6x), 35 × 17 × 1,2 mm (12x)  

Trade, business, industry I Service stations
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Trade, business, industry I Petrol station, wind generator, market garden

Second-hand car dealer
Floor plate with fencing elements, tents, advertising 
banners and an office shack to design a second-hand 
car dealer’s shop on a corner plot of land. Including VW 
1600 model.

Epoch III • 127 × 100 × 35 mm 

BP petrol station
Petrol station in the architectural 
style of the fifties – with rounded 
petrol pump roofing, cashier’s 
office.

Epoch III • Patinated model •
105 × 77 × 35 mm

Small market garden
With 2 hothouses and 3 hotbeds.

Epoch II • Greenhouse 1: 46 × 98 × 30 mm •
Greenhouse 2: 42 × 72 × 40 mm

»Nordex« Wind generator
Wind generator with motor (12-16 V, AC voltage)  
and three-propeller rotor.

Epoch IV • incl. motor • 80 × 80 × 262 mm •
Depth: 40 mm • Sail dia: 220 mm 
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Trade, business, industry I Supermarkets

ALDI Supermarket south/north
ALDI branch in Southern or Northern Germany, 
with delivery area, wide entrance area and decora-
tion sheet for South and North.

Epoch V • 125 × 185 × 55 mm 

»Edeka« Local mini market
A modern style construction with a wide glass frontage and complete shop- 
fitted interior. The model can be very effectively illuminated using the microbulb  
(art. 180671, not in cluded). Several models can be combined, thereby creating 
several variations for different uses.

Epoch IV • 120 × 113 × 58 mm 

Filling station personnel Out shopping



222211

222207222216
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Concrete mixing plant
Feverish activity in the concrete mixing plant. Large mixing facility with 3 tower silos and an office building.  
A passage makes it possible to load the trucks rapidly. The sand hopper compartments are subdivided to 
accommodate different types of sand and gravel. In the original the material is handled through the crane 
shovel. Sand in various sizes is supplied for decoration. The model is without function.

Epoch III • Patinated model • 165 × 154 × 135 mm 

Trade, business, industry I Silos

3 Industrial silos
For versatile use in the industrial, commercial, 
or  agricultural area.

Epoch IV • 22 × 34 × 107 mm (2 x) • 
22 × 34 × 94 mm (1 x)    

2 Grain silos
Storing & distributing. Two firmly joined silos with 
catwalk, outside ladders and various pipes for the 
loading and unloading of bulk goods.

Epoch IV • 83 × 83 × 110 mm    



222187

232248

222181
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Trade, business, industry I Sawmills

Wooden hut
With verandah, shutters and tar covered roof. Use on 
construction sites, in the station area or industrial sites.

Epoch II • 62 × 40 × 30 mm 

Sawmill
With a built-on sawdust tower, small railroad crane and typical decoration 
parts. The sawmill can be driven by FALLER motor (art. 180629, 12-16 V,  
AC voltage). Motor not included. 

Epoch II • Movable model •
Building: 230 × 130 × 92 mm • Gantry crane: 86 × 40 × 72 mm

Sawmill
Sawmill with large wood storage area,  
exhaust and loading ramp.

Epoch III • Patinated model  • 170 × 100 × 150 mm 



222190

232247
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Trade, business, industry I Hauling plants

»Königsgrube« Hauling plant
The conveyor system consists of the shaft shed with headgear and the winch house 
with its own steam energy winch supply. The dumping mechanism on the side of the 
shaft shed enables the simulation of a railway loading process. 

With the FALLER motor (art. 180629, 12-16 V, AC voltage) both large cable sheaves  
in the headgear can be set into motion.
For the realistic decoration of the surroundings the FALLER coals (art. 170723) are 
required.

Epoch I • Movable model • 174 × 118 × 184 mm 

Wood plant
Wood-working company with large 
sawing hall that can be entered 
through the large hall doors on the rail 
passageway. With adjoining firehouse, 
suction unit and loading crane. 
Various wood stacks are included.

Epoch III •
Building: 220 × 148 × 140 mm •
Gantry crane: 86 × 40 × 72 mm



222206

222197

222205
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Old gravel plant
Gravel plant in wood construction 
with various bulk dumping devices 
for loading vehicles or wagons.

Epoch II • Patinated model •
141 × 95 × 95 mm 

Old stone crushing plant
Timber construction stone crushing plant.

Epoch II • Patinated model •
115 × 98 × 100 mm 

Old coal mine
Model of a coal mine in wood 
construction with various 
loading and unloading options.

Epoch II • Patinated model •
200 × 185 × 106 mm

Trade, business, industry I Hauling plants
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Old-Town wall
To be used for wall extension. It can also be 
used together with peel towers 232352. 

Epoch I • Old-Town wall: 85 × 20 × 69 mm •
Old-Town wall - piece: 24 × 13 × 59 mm 

Old-town wall with stairs
Add-on set for the popular town wall module  
(Art. 232351, Art. 232352), with stone stairs to 
reach the roofed parapet walk of the fortification. 
(Kit does not include displayed peel towers.) 

Epoch I • 88 × 19 × 68 mm

The town, the village I Old-town

Old-town wall set
Set of old-town wall including a fortification tower rendered in white and featuring 
angle ashlars, narrow windows and a pointed roof along with three adjacent elements 
allowing the construction of an old-town wall with a flight of stairs and a roofed 
parapet walk on brackets. 

Epoch I • Old-Town wall with stairway: 88 × 25,5 × 67 mm •
Old-Town wall - defence tower 45°: 32 × 25 × 71,5 mm •
Old-Town wall defence tower 90°: 23 × 23 × 71,5 mm •
Old-Town wall: 88 × 23 × 67 mm (2 x) • Old-Town wall - piece: 24 × 13 × 59 mm (2 x) • 
Tower: 55 × 50 × 190 mm  



232374

232284

232354

232352
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»Schwabentor« Town house
Town house with a wide entrance arch  
and pedestrian arcade along the side.

Epoch II • 86 × 53 × 90 mm

The town, the village I Old-Town

Old city gate
An interesting combination of buildings 
for the romantic part of the old town. 

Epoch I • 100 × 45 × 170 mm 

Old-town tower
Old-town tower built on a square base, with passage  
for traffic and overhanging crown made of real timber 
under a four-sided pointed roof.

Epoch I • 50 × 50 × 211 mm •  
Gate overhead clearance: 30 mm 

2 Old-Town peel towers
Peel towers that can be used as ends or for linking old 
town brick elements. Each with defence towers, one with 
45° and one with 90°. The 90° defence tower can be either 
built as an angled or straight-lined intermediate tower 
element. Respective parts are included.

Epoch I •
Old-Town wall defence tower 90°: 22 × 21 × 69 mm •
Old-Town wall - defence tower 45°: 33 × 25 × 69 mm  



232282

232280

232270
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The town, the village I Old-Town

»Rothenburg« Inn
A cosy inn with a pergola.

Epoch I • 117 × 83 × 100 mm

»Franken« Tudor house
This model has an extraordinary 
beautiful roof which is subdivided by 
many dormer windows and a loggia  
in an old-fashioned style. 

Epoch I • 84 × 65 × 100 mm 

St. Martin’s gate  
in Freiburg (Breisgau)
The adjoining building can also be used without the tower in a row of 
town houses. In the passageway of this building the front entrance  
of a modern fast-food restaurant can be created with the components 
of this kit. The dial of both clocks can be illuminated from the tower.  

Epoch IV • 81 × 57 × 270 mm 



232380

232300
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6 Relief houses
Inexpensive and space-saving rows of houses can 
be erected along the model rear walls with these 
half-built corner and dwelling houses.

Epoch II • 89 × 28 × 90 mm • 89 × 32 × 90 mm •
45 × 28 × 92 mm • 45 × 32 × 92 mm •
45 × 28 × 82 mm • 45 × 28 × 82 mm  

Burning tax office
This kit has the following special 
features: weathered facades black-
ened by smoke, special smoke gener-
ator (16 V, AC voltage) producing thick 
smoke escaping out of the windows, 
set of flashing lights (16 V, AC voltage) 
ensuring the vivid red glare, and 
smoke oil to refill the generator.

Epoch I • Patinated model •
101 × 67 × 100 mm
 

The town, the village I Town houses
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Row of town houses
Row of attractive town houses with two corner houses and one terrace house. 

Epoch II • 284 × 127 × 141 mm 

2 Town houses
Aged set with two urban, four-storey 
row-houses incl. side firewalls and 
dormers. Diversified details on the 
courtyard and street side are created 
by the differently designed floor levels 
of the historical facades, richly 
decorated window sills, iron balco-
nies, a shop front and lettering, roof 
railings and much more. 

Epoch I • Patinated model •
92 × 86 × 134 mm (2 x) 

You will find a smoke generator, Art. 180690 and smoke oil, Art. 180688 on page 528.

The town, the village I Town houses
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2 Town houses
Classic town block of flats. Consisting 
of 2 buildings which ideally comple-
ment the current town design. 

Epoch II • Patinated model •
Townhouse 1: 82 × 82 × 126 mm •
Townhouse 2: 82 × 78 × 126 mm

2 Town houses
The apartment house and the grocer’s shop have  
extremely detailed facades and have been expertly  
weathered.

Epoch II • Patinated model • 101 × 88 × 128 mm (2 x) 

Corner house with 
adjoining annexe
Consists of 2 buildings. There is  
a drug store on the ground floor  
of the corner house.

Epoch II • Patinated model •
Townhouse: 82 × 78 × 127 mm •
Corner house: 97 × 97 × 122 mm   

The town, the village I Town houses
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Old town house  
with cigar shop
Three-storey residential house featur-
ing brick facade and characteristic 
Dutch Gable. The first floor houses a 
cigar shop. On the building’s backside, 
there are a small yard and a two- 
storey oriel window.

Epoch II • Patinated model •
111 × 67 × 132 mm 

Urban post office
Artificially aged corner house with 
post office on the ground floor.

Epoch II • Patinated model •
127 × 100 × 115 mm 

Old town house  
with bar
Three-storey residential house  
featuring brick facade and character-
istic crow-stepped roof. The first  
floor houses a cozy bar that also 
offers outdoor seats towards the 
garden side.

Epoch II • Patinated model •
111 × 67 × 128 mm 

»Harmonie« Old town cinema
Old town cinema with wide entrance, advertisements,  
and cinema sign. 

Epoch II • Patinated model • 100 × 88 × 150 mm 

The town, the village I Town houses
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»Beethovenstraße« Row of downtown structures
An urban scene full of life! That row of four buildings consisting of two corner houses and two terrace houses offers  
plenty of possible variations and combinations. The ground floor of each building provides space for shops and businesses. 
The upper storeys house typical urban dwelling units. Both terrace houses can also be built by halves. 

Epoch III • Corner house 1: 75 × 75 × 123 mm • Corner house 2: 75 × 75 × 123 mm • Driveway: 32 × 3 × 27 mm (2 x) •
Terrace house 1: 65 × 58 × 118 mm • Terrace house 2: 65 × 58 × 118 mm

»Beethovenstraße« 2 Town houses
Corner house and terrace house in Beethoven Street have 
been given a new paint. Next to the telecommunications 
shop there is a restaurant offering regional cuisine. On  
the upper storeys there are student’s lodgings. It is also 
possible to built the terrace house by halves. 

Epoch III • Corner house: 75 × 75 × 123 mm • 
Driveway: 32 × 3 × 27 mm • Terrace house: 65 × 58 × 118 mm

»Beethovenstraße« 2 Row houses
A new style! Renovated terrace houses with baking shop and a small art 
gallery on the ground floor. Each attic features two small dormer windows. 
Both terrace houses are the perfect complement to »Beethovenstraße«  
row of town houses, art. 232385, and can also be built by halves. 

Epoch III • Terrace house 1: 65 × 58 × 118 mm •
Terrace house 2: 65 × 58 × 118 mm

The town, the village I Town houses
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»Sport Meder«  
Town house
Sports items of all kind are  
offered in this retail store. 

Epoch V • 45 × 60 × 100 mm 

Old city café
A cosy cafe is located on the floor level  
of the multi-story city house. 

Epoch V • 78 × 68 × 85 mm 

The town, the village I Town houses
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Two-storey home
Your own four walls. Two-storey, free-standing 
single family dwelling with colourful window 
edging, crested roof and dormers. 

Epoch III • 75 × 73 × 84 mm 

Two-storey corner building
Living round the corner! This two-storey apartment 
building features a corner layout, colored window 
frames, a half-hipped roof and dormers. It fits our 
model »Two-storey home« (art. 232329). 

Epoch III • 144 × 75 × 83 mm 

Two-storey home with shutters
House and home. Two-storey, free-standing residential house with 
shutters, crested roof and dormers. 

Epoch III • 96,5 × 75 × 82 mm 

2 Apartment buildings
Apartment buildings in 4 level con-
struction with outside balconies and 
in different colour versions. 

Epoch III • 111 × 69 × 83 mm (2 x) 

The town, the village I Multi-family homes
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Villa
Two-storey manor-house built in the style of 
the turn of the century, with roofed entrance 
and roof terrace. 

Epoch I • 165 × 145 × 150 mm 

Administrative building
Imposing two-storey administrative building with brick 
facade and a sumptuous front featuring pilasters, ornamen-
tal reliefs and porticos at the corners of the lower part.

Epoch I • Patinated model • 100 × 96 × 96 mm

The town, the village I Town houses

Old town secondary school
Two-storey school building with hipped roof, dormer windows and adjoining stairwell at the rear. 
All facade elements have been applied by digital printing. 

Epoch III • New Item 2018 • 165 × 82 × 86 mm 



232303

232299

155345 155338

308 Townhall
Three-storey small-town city hall with third gable, arcade passageway and 
lateral balcony with access stairs under a lean-to roof. A floor plate, a small bell 
lantern and a fountain are also part of that model featuring a gable wall with 
digital printing. 

Epoch II • 107 × 112 × 102 mm 

»Lindau« Old city hall
Re-edition! The Old City Hall in Lindau was erected in 1436. 
Our model features the magnificently painted northern 
and southern facade depicting the city’s history. 
High-quality digital print makes the depictions come to 
life. Other details are the roofed perron, enunciator oriel 
window and the characteristic Dutch gable. 

Epoch I • 111 × 115 × 139 mm 

The town, the village I Town houses

Employees Playing children
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Town church
Large, twin-spire town church with  
an extended nave, semicircular apse, 
laterally annexed vestry entrance and 
colourful windows to be illu minated. 
The set includes spires and onion 
tower elements and tower crosses 
and spires to choose from.

Epoch I • 156 × 82 × 215 mm 

The town, the village I Churches
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»Blaubeuren« Monastery
500 years of Reformation. Monastery estate inspired by the original former 
Benedictines monastery built in the 15th century that is today the Protestant 
seminar in Blaubeuren, Wurtemberg. 

The large nave of the hall church »St John the Baptist« 
with tower above the intersection of the nave and the 
transept, polygonal apse and late Gothic tracery windows 
is flanked with a three-aisle, two-storey building complex 
partly featuring half-timbered walls in the typical mixed 
masonry of late Gothic: dwelling and dormitory wing on 

the east side, visitor wing in the south aisle and abbey  
in the west wing.

Epoch I • New Item 2018 • Patinated model •  
339 × 263 × 230 mm

232255 Sawmill p. 321

The town, the village I Monastery
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Bride and groom with vicar Nuns and parson 
New Item 2018

The town, the village I Monastery

Top place of interest on your installation

On the East edge of the Swabian Jura the imposing 
Gothic monastery founded around 1085 by Benedic-
tine monks together with the famous karst source 
»Blautopf« and Blaubeuren’s Old town with its histori-
cal buildings and narrow streets form a real idyll. The 
monastery kit comprised of about 1,300 pieces is 
limited to 1,000 sets.   
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Church with pointed roof
Idyllic village church with small gable  
roof and a steeple on one side with square 
lantern and slender spire. 

Epoch I • 128 × 115 × 170 mm 

Village church
Village church with onion-domed 
steeple and surrounding wall. 

Epoch III • 110 × 60 × 158 mm 

The town, the village I Churches

»St. Bernhard« Chapel
Chapel with a small bell tower.

Epoch II • Patinated model •
53 × 35 × 66 mm 

»Sils-Maria« Chapel
(Switzerland). It has a stonecovered 
roof. Freely swinging, clearly visible bell.

Epoch I • 79 × 62 × 64 mm 



232221

232220
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3 Suburban homes
Epoch III •
One-family house 1: 96 × 60 × 42 mm •
One-family house 2: 83 × 58 × 52 mm •
One-family house 3: 77 × 50 × 52 mm  

Village set
It consists of a church and three residential houses and is particularly suitable for an initial set of structures.

Epoch III • One-family house 1: 96 × 60 × 42 mm • One-family house 2: 83 × 58 × 52 mm •
One-family house 3: 77 × 50 × 52 mm • Church: 81 × 52 × 147 mm 

The town, the village I One-family homes
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2 Suburban homes
2 Suburban homes with roofed, 
built-on tool shed. 

Epoch III • 78 × 75 × 42 mm (2 x) 

The town, the village I One-family homes

2 One-family houses
Two detached houses with garage. 

Epoch III • Patinated model •
110 × 57 × 54 mm (2 x)

2 Houses  
under construction
2 houses under construction in 
various phases of construction. 

Epoch III • House 1: 72 × 54 × 48 mm •
House 2: 62 × 57 × 49 mm 

Timbered house with garage
Timbered house with garage, complete with 
window boxes, roof gable and red tiled roof, and  
a fence in front garden.

Epoch III • 73 × 72 × 55 mm
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Rural half-timbered house
Half-timbered house with roofed entries and 
dormer windows. 

Epoch II • Patinated model • 77 × 57 × 50 mm 

Detached house
Detached house with red design elements on walls, 
terrace ground plate and decoration parts. Easy to build, 
even for beginners.

Epoch VI • 59 × 63 × 50 mm 

Detached house
Detached house with grey design elements on walls, 
terrace ground plate and decoration parts. Easy to build, 
even for beginners.

Epoch VI • 59 × 63 × 50 mm 

Detached house
Detached house with yellow design elements on walls, 
terrace ground plate and decoration parts. Easy to build, 
even for beginners.

Epoch VI • 59 × 63 × 50 mm 

Detached house
Detached house with wine-red design elements on walls, 
annexed winter garden, terrace ground plate, roofed 
terrace and etched-metal railing. Easy to build, even for 
beginners.

Epoch VI • 64 × 63 × 50 mm 

You can find more starter models in our hobby programme from page 351

The town, the village I One-family homes
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»Ballum« Small cottage
Model of a one-storey modest dwelling house, featuring  
a rendered facade, gable windows, and a slate roof.  
Colours pleasantly set off the window sills, plinths and 
building edges. 

Epoch I • Patinated model • 81 × 41 × 41 mm 

»Vlieland« Small cottage
Patinated model of a one-storey modest dwelling 
house, featuring a rendered facade, gable  
windows, and a slate roof. 

Epoch I • Patinated model • 81 × 41 × 41 mm 

The town, the village I In the country

2 Holiday houses
Inviting! Set of buildings comprised of two single-storey dwelling houses with board cladding 
facades, gable windows and double pitch roof, facades and roofs of different colours. One of the 
houses features on its longer sides a narrow adjoining extension and a windscreen.

Epoch I • New Item 2018 • House 1: 81 × 51 × 41 mm • House 2: 69 × 41 × 41 mm    
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»Texel« Small cottage
Patinated model of a one-storey modest dwelling house, 
featuring a facade with wood laths, gable windows, and  
a tiled roof. The lateral entrance is protected by means of 
a windscreen. 

Epoch I • Patinated model • 81 × 51 × 41 mm 

The town, the village I In the country

Forester’s Lodge
One-storey forestry service estate with timber- 
facing side canopy and deeply pulled down 
saddle-back roof adorns a surrounding forest 
district. The accessories include wagon wheels, 
ladders, logs and boards. 

Epoch I • Patinated model • 120 × 83 × 53 mm 

Tables, chairs, sunshades 2 Barbecue grills 8 Bicycles
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»Tiziano« Ice-cream parlour
For the hot days! Model of a small ice-cream parlour accommodated in a one-storey build-
ing with flat double-pitch roof. The colourful motifs digitally printed on the facades give 
that meeting-place a merry animated atmosphere. The spacious entrance area can be 
given an open character by using flap gates. Accessories include fencing elements as well 
as inviting tables and chairs. 

Epoch IV • 90,5 × 61,5 × 33 mm 

Butchery/Bakery
For anybody with good taste. Butcher’s and baker’s as 
furnished shops inside a two-storey residential building. 
The large shop windows provide a view of product display 
and a snack at the bar table below the vine-covered 
pergola invites you to make a brief stop. 
Accessories also include bicycles and matching bicycle 
racks.

Epoch III • 114 × 73 × 76 mm 

The town, the village I Shops

Pharmacy and bakery
Typical rural town houses with  
retail shops.
Ideally suited for the construction 
of a provincial town.

Epoch III • 80 × 70 × 60 mm (2 x) 
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Fire brigade engine house
That massive fire-engine house offers shelter to fire-fighting vehicles and appliances, but 
can also be used as repair shop. The facade made of natural stones clearly contrasts with 
three red folding gates with semi-circular arch frame. Another gate at the rear also allows 
the passage through the building.

Epoch II • 101 × 82 × 60 mm 

Country style fire department
Fire department with mobile door and hose drying tower. 
Material mix of coloured plastic, wood, and special card-
board parts.

Epoch III • Lasercut model 1• 78 × 66 × 84 mm 

The town, the village I Fire brigade
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The town, the village I Mills

Castle mill
Mill festivity - hurray! Two-storey mill construction aligned with the street, with corner stones, 
exposed door and window jambs, corner turret and third gable. On the right side of the construc-
tion with the stepped gable, the water wheel can be installed at various heights, with optional  
drive through modeller’s synchronous motor Art. 180629, not supplied.

Epoch I • New Item 2018 • Movable model • 135 × 62 × 88 mm • Depth: 9 mm

Windmill
The blades of this model can be realistically moved by 
installing the motor (art. 180629, 12-16 V, AC voltage). 
The installation of the motor can only be carried out 
simultaneously with the assembly of the construction kit. 
Motor not included.

Epoch II • Movable model • 83 × 65 × 134 mm 



232373
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The town, the village I Mills, sheds

Timber storage sheds
For lumber piles and implements. 
Sheds, shelters and a draining floor 
allowing the storage of lumber  
piles and implements. Various piles  
of boards are also supplied. 

Epoch I • Patinated model •
37 × 32 × 26 mm • 30 × 24 × 30 mm •
42 × 10 × 20 mm • 40 × 15 × 22 mm   

Sawmill
Sawmill from the Black Forest. The motor (art. 180629, 12-16 V, AC voltage, not included) can be used  
for driving the water-wheel, the visible saw-frame being audibly moved up and down at the same time. 

Epoch II • Patinated model • Movable model • 171 × 118 × 83 mm 

Lumber yard
A board and timber assort-
ment is contained in the 
package. 

Epoch II • 72 × 48 × 30 mm 
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The town, the village I In the country

Öhler Mill
A real original! That Black Forest corn mill is located in  
the valley Jostal in the vicinity of Titisee-Neustadt. Built  
in 1772 the mill is still in family possession today. The mill 
is actuated through an overshot water-wheel and features 
grinding work and stone gear, while fulfilling all prerequi-
site conditions for pressing oil and grinding corn. In 
addition to the mill the building features a dwelling storey. 
The model can be actuated using the modeller’s motor, 
Art. 180629. 

Epoch I • Movable model • 111 × 75 × 75 mm 

40 Boxes 
Epoch I

4 Barrels and 4 tubs 
Epoch I

20 Barrels and 36 sacks 
Epoch I 
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Farm
The original was located in Obernfeld near Duderstadt (Lower Saxony). The model con-
sists of: half-timbered residential building, sheep stable, barn, pigsty with attached paling, 
accessories such as doghouse, dung cart, stork’s nest on the roof etc. The elements can 
also be built individually.

Epoch I • 125 × 180 × 66 mm

The town, the village I In the country

In the countryside Horses

Dogs and cats
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Agricultural holding
Life on summery mountain pastures. The set displays a modern, agricultural scene with livestock 
husbandry in great detail. It includes spacious stables, a large vehicle shelter, a bunker silo, two fodder 
silos, and the farmer’s residential house. 

Epoch V • Residential house: 95 × 98 × 47 mm • Feed silo: 27 × 15 × 50 mm • Stables: 187 × 103 × 64 mm •
Implement shed: 187 × 84 × 55 mm • Bunker silo: 141 × 45 × 14 mm    

The town, the village I In the country

Set of small animalsCattle
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Small baking house with accessories
Fresh tastes better! In former times, such small and simple baking houses 
were situated in rural regions or on farms. The kit also includes a wine press,  
a stack of boards and two handcarts. 

Epoch I • Patinated model • 33 × 32 × 30 mm

Fodder silos
Double silo with exterior pipes  
and steel frame for storing fodder.

Epoch V • 27 × 15 × 50 mm 

The town, the village I In the country
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Black Forest house
A small, typical Black Forest house 
perfectly suited for meadow and 
forest scenery.

Epoch I • 91 × 57 × 57 mm

Black Forest farmyard
A dream model of a Black Forest farmyard which finds its ideal place anywhere in the valleys, 
meadowland and woodland in the background of your model. Its outfit comprises many typical  
and lovingly designed accessories. 

Epoch I • Patinated model • 148 × 153 × 90 mm 

The town, the village I In the country
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Agricultural building  
with accessories
Partly rendered half-timbered barn 
with annexed pigsty and a lot of 
agricultural accessories such as small 
toilet, kennel, various carriages, 
fencing, calvary and many others 
more.

Epoch I •
Barn: 125 × 57 × 53 mm •
Garden 1: 45 × 35 × 8 mm •
Garden 2: 35 × 15 × 8 mm

»Kürnbach« Farmhouse 
Reproduction manufactured by the laser-cut process of the original two-storey Kürnbach  
house dating back to 1664 with an aged shingle roof. That rural architecture from the museum 
village located in Upper Suabia harmoniously combines the beauty and function of that building 
with curved framework braces, while the small window openings fitted with shutters provide  
well-balanced proportions and keep the precious stove heat within the house. The adjoining  
shed with its slate roof can be used in a variety of ways. 

Epoch I • Patinated model • 132 × 59,5 × 62 mm

The town, the village I In the country
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Hay barn and granary 
Hay barn and granary in an authentic 
and very rustic timber construction  
as common on meadows and slopes 
in the Alps and foothills of the Alps.
Blend of materials in wood and 
speciality cardboard parts. The 
wooden parts also feature coloured 
varnish.  

Epoch I • Lasercut model •
30 × 35 × 31 mm • 34 × 35 × 34 mm 

Lodge with raised hide
Set composed of hunting cabin, 
hunter’s stand, toilet cubicles, food 
trough, wheelbarrow, bridge and 
wayside cross.

Epoch II • Patinated model •
40 × 27 × 24 mm 

The town, the village I In the country

4 Hay barns with scenic details 
for the forest
Hay barns should never be missing in an actual 
Alpine countryside, where a raised hide, a crib,  
a water trough as well as various wooden fences 
in the nearby forest are a matter of course. 

Epoch II • 42 × 38 × 27 mm (4 x) 

Roofed pedestrian bridge
Slender stone pier bridge with roofed wooden 
framework, to be used as cycle track and 
footpath. Walkway, parapet and roof framework 
are made of real timber. Several models can be 
built in a row.

Epoch I • Lasercut model • 89 × 20 × 40 mm 
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Silo- and straw bales
32 straw bales and silo hay stacks  
as produced during haymaking and 
straw harvesting. 

Epoch IV • Patinated model 

Hay and straw bale storage
Small, open barn (Laser-cut) as shelter for two ladder trucks.  
Silo and straw bails are included in the accessories. 

Epoch I • Patinated model • Lasercut model • 69 × 45 × 26 mm 

Barn
Barn with stables, hay for the  
winter and farming tools.

Epoch II • 178 × 124 × 64 mm

The town, the village I In the country

Scythes, rakes, hayforks 
Epoch I 

36 Hay bales 
Epoch IV 

Hay-harvest
The package contains everything 
you need for haymaking: several 
haycocks, rows of hay raked togeth-
er, hay trailer, scythes and accesso-
ries. Including hay fibres and glue. 

Epoch IV • Patinated model 
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Goods- and passenger ropeway
Material and passenger cableway including mountain and valley station, with driving motor and control system in a 
handy set. That small single-track shuttle cableway with enclosed cabin is used for goods transport or passenger traffic 
at altitude. While the valley station manufactured by the laser-cut process is made of real timber and features a lean-to 
roof of special cardboard, the mountain station consists of a massive alpine hut with terrace and masonry foundation. 
Accessories include fencing elements and a summit cross.

Epoch II • Valley station: 50 × 45 × 40 mm • Mountain station: 98 × 63 × 55 mm •
Distance from mountain and valley station: max. 1000 mm • Inclination: max. 20° • Depth: 10 mm

The town, the village I Alpine region
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»Moser-Hütte« Alpine hut
Two-story, timbered alpine hut with summit cross and large, attached sun terrace at the front and 
brickwork foundation, fitted with tables, benches and solar panels on the roof. Offers ramblers and 
skiers an advantageous possibility of having a meal and passing the night. 

Epoch IV • 98 × 69 × 68 mm

The town, the village I Alpine region

Mountain rescue chalet
Where the mountain rescue workers start their alpine rescue missions. The two-storey mountain 
rescue cabin combines a solid stone plinth storey with a traditional log plan construction upstairs. 
The typical timber notches, masonry door and windows surrounding emphasise the solid outside 
of the cabin. A summit cross is included in the model kit.

Epoch III • Patinated model • 90 × 52 × 50 mm
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Mountain rescue chalet
Where the mountain rescue workers start their alpine rescue missions. The two-storey mountain 
rescue  cabin combines a solid stone plinth storey with a traditional log plan construction upstairs. 
The typical timber notches, masonry door and windows surrounding emphasise the solid outside  
of the cabin. 

Epoch III •New item 2018 • 90 × 52 × 50 mm 

The town, the village I Alpine region

Moated castle
The base of this romantic castle contains a moat 
surrounding the entire complex; the moat can be 
filled with water. 
The ground area of the moat is 255 × 130 mm. 

Epoch I • 255 × 130 × 135 mm 
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»Enzian« House
Small chalet in idyllic surroundings. 

Epoch II • 65 × 64 × 48 mm 

»Edelweiß« Boarding-house
With extravagantly printed typical paintings  
on several sides and an open-air terrace on the 
first floor. Tables and benches are included. 

Epoch II • 82 × 82 × 58 mm 

»Edelweiß« Boarding-house
The destination of many tourists who enjoy hiking and come from the lowlands. 

Epoch II • 95 × 85 × 50 mm 

Alpine farm
Pretty farmer’s house with a bell on the roof.

Epoch II • 131 × 125 × 92 mm

»Alpenblick« Mountain inn
A stately building for an Alpine setting.

Epoch II • 180 × 167 × 83 mm 

The town, the village I Alpine region
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Arcades with shops
Arcades with shops which are built  
into the wall arches.

Epoch II • 204 × 5 × 47 mm (2 x) 

Row of town houses p. 300

2 Bicycles stands with bikes
Kit includes two racks and 16 bikes.  
Adds realism to any scene.

Epoch III • Bicycle stand 1: 38 × 18 × 14 mm •
Bicycle stand 2: 33 × 15 × 16 mm

»City Compact« Stops
The package contains the models of a covered and 
opened bus stop originally developed and implemented  
by Team Tejbrant as well as two bicycle stands with bikes.

Epoch VI • Bicycle stand: 32 × 14 × 6 mm (2 x) •
Closed halt: 49 × 22 × 18 mm •
Open halt: 51 × 19 × 18 mm

2 Bus stop shelters
Shelters in timber construction as frequently  
seen in small towns and villages.

Epoch III • Stop 1: 35 × 19 × 20 mm •
Stop 2: 41 × 13 × 22 mm  

8 Bicycles
Epoch II 

14 Letterboxes
Epoch III 

Scenic modelling I Urban design elements
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Airship crew/Passengers
New Item 2018

»Wicküler« Airship
Pioneers of civil aeronautics. Non-rigid airship with grey gondola 
and grey hull featuring the logotype of Wuppertal »Wicküler« 
brewery as well as red stabilizing fins.

Epoch III • New Item 2018 • 360 × 93 × 115 mm

»Goodyear« Airship
Good luck! Model of a blimp type »GZ-20a« from the legendary 
Goodyear fleet, with grey gondola and grey hull featuring  
the »Goodyear« logotype as well as blue stabilizing fins.

Epoch III • New Item 2018 • 360 × 93 × 115 mm

Scenic modelling I Airships

The miniature world at your feet

Flying giants that invite you to  
dream – popular and admired. These 
majestic pioneers of aeronautics are 
regarded as a myth today. As model 
they impressively expand the vertical 
dimension of your installation and 
create a fully new space feeling.
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Hot-air balloon
Aiming high! Escape everyday 
life with a balloon flight above 
your model landscape. In a hot 
air balloon with red and yellow 
stripes and a basket made of 
woven osier you will have the 
best global view of the entire 
landscape.

Epoch IV • Ø 97 × 135 mm 

»Meckatzer« Hot-air balloon
We have lift-off! Hot-air balloon printed with the logotype of Heimenkirch »Meckatzer« brewery, will 
give a fresh impetus to your model installation. Postcard weather and fantastic outlooks guaranteed.

Epoch IV • New Item 2018 • ø 97 × 135 mm

Scenic modelling I Hot air ballons, Urban design elements

Town decoration
Telephone booths, advertising pillars, 
letterboxes, hoardings, clocks, flower 
pots, flags, bus shelters, benches. 67 
pieces. Ideal for the realistic creation  
of towns and villages. 
Epoch III
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Adventure playground
Playground with tables and benches, 
litterbins, swings, seesaws, climbing 
structure, adventure hut, sand pit, 
giant stride and a wooden train.

Epoch III • Patinated model 

Scenic modelling I Urban design elements

Fountain
Fountain with figure, 4 jets  
and »water« surface.

Epoch I • 26 × 26 × 30 mm 

Street peddling booth
Small-scale fruit and vegetable sales from crates,  
which animates the farm and street scene. Sacks,  
tables and umbrellas are included in the accessories.
Epoch III

Market stands and carts
A selec tion of common items,  
including a hot dog stand.
Epoch III
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Scenic modelling I Allotment gardens

Allotment garden set 2
Set with 3 different allotment gardens with 
garden sheds, each separately fenced in. Acces-
sories include tables and chairs, umbrellas, 
outdoor grills, crates and bags, garden tools and 
bicycles plus landscape sections with different 
plantings.

Epoch III • 74 × 52 × 22 mm (3 x) 

3 Summer houses
Summer houses in timber construction. Versatile in use. 

Epoch IV • 31 × 35 × 19 mm • 21 × 20 × 17 mm • 25 × 12 × 17 mm 

Allotment garden set 3
Set with 2 different allotment gardens with garden-  
and corrugated steel sheds, each separately fenced in. 
Accessories include crates, bats, barrels and garden 
tools plus landscape sections with different plantings.

Epoch III • 74 × 52 × 20 mm • 74 × 52 × 24 mm 

Allotment garden set 1
Set with 3 different allotment gardens with sheds, each separately 
fenced in. Features include tables and chairs, outdoor grills, 
barrels, garden tools and bicycles plus landscape sections with 
different plantings.

Epoch IV • 74 × 52 × 21 mm (3 x) 

48 Beer benches 
and 24 Tables
Epoch III 

Tables, chairs, 
sunshades
Epoch II 

2 Barbecue grills
Epoch IV 

24 Garden chairs 
and 6 Tables
Epoch IV 

7 Tables, 24 Chairs, 
12 Benches
Epoch III 
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Scenic modelling I Bridges

232226 2 One-family houses p. 314

Viaduct set, two-track, straight
Straight viaduct comprised of:
- 5 piers
- 2 bridge heads
-  3 roadway elements with a total length of 386 mm, including bridge heads.  

Can be used as single pieces of 110 mm each.

Epoch II • New Item 2018 • 386 × 85 × 136 mm • Clearance: 120 mm

Viaduct set, two-track, curved
Curved viaduct comprised of:
- 5 piers
- 2 bridge heads
-  3 roadway elements covering a total angle of 67.5°,  

can be used as single pieces of 22.5° each.

Epoch II • New Item 2018 • Height: 136 mm •  
Inner radius: 172 mm • Angle: 67,5° •  
Clearance: 120 mm
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Scenic modelling I Bridges

»Val Tuoi« Viaduct-set
That straight viaduct with the aspect of massive stones is comprised of 2 bridge heads, 2 viaduct tops of 1 1/2 arch each 
and a central arch (can also be built separately). The viaduct set can be operated with a single track and is laterally 
secured by means of a railing. The original 111 m long construction is located near Guarda in Switzerland and spans the 
brook La Clozza with its 50 m wide central arch.

Epoch II • 460 × 37 × 74 mm  • Clearance: 57 mm

»Landwasser« Viaduct-set 
That bridge built with dark limestone 
is located on the railway line from 
Tiefencastel to Filisur in the Swiss 
canton of Grisons. The Landwasser 
viaduct is a 136 metres long and 65 
metres high railway bridge  
of the Rhaetian Railway and conside-
red to be an emblem of the company. 

That curved viaduct is composed of  
2 bridge elements with ballast, each 

one 45° long (can be shortened to 30°) 
featuring an average radius of 193 mm. 
Its clearance height with pillars is 57 
mm (6 pillars of 38 mm). The bridge 
elements can also be used separately.  
The viaduct set can be operated with 
a single track and contains in addition 
2 tunnel portals that perfectly com-
plete the set.

Epoch II • Clearance: 57 mm
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Scenic modelling I Bridges

2 Straight viaducts
2 viaducts with track beds, each 100 mm and 6 piers each 38 mm.  
Clearance height with piers 57 mm. Viaducts can be used individually.  
Fixtures for overhead line masts included.

Epoch I • 200 × 32 × 75 mm 

2 Curved viaducts
2 viaducts with track beds, each 45° (can be shortened to 30°), middle radius 
193 mm. 6 piers each 38 mm. Clearance height with piers 57 mm. Viaducts can 
be used individually. Fixtures for overhead line masts included.

Epoch I • R: 193 mm 

Bridge abutment set
2 basic piers, 1 centre support,  
2 straight track beds, 100 mm each. 
The basic piers of art. 222550 can  
also be used for art. 222581, 222583, 
222585, 222586.

Epoch II • 260 × 43 × 36 mm 
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Scenic modelling I Bridges

Arch bridge
Arch bridge with 2 girder bridges and piers (like art. 
222548) 4 x 10 and 4 x 5 mm. The 3 elements of the 
bridge can also be used individually. Double-track 
construction possible, 1 x art. 222540 additionally 
required. Fixtures for overhead line masts included.

Epoch II • 400 × 32 × 84 mm 
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Scenic modelling I Bridges, slip roads/exits

Steel arch bridge
Clearance without piers 57 mm. Additional piers 
(as art. 222548) 4 × 10 and 4 × 5 mm. Bridge can  
be built in two designs. Double track also possi-
ble, add 1 x art. 222540 to this end. Mounting 
plates for catenary masts are included.

Epoch I • 400 × 32 × 105 mm 

Bietschtal bridge
Faithful reproduction of the Bietschtal viaduct. The impressive structure is 
located on the Kandersteg-Zermatt (CH) route on the southern ramp of the 
Lötschberg tunnel between Goppenstein and Brig. Designed for two tracks.

Epoch II • 594 × 69 × 131 mm • Clearance: 105 mm

2 Box girder bridges
Bridge with annexed walkways, two brick work 
bridge parapets and one central pier.

Epoch III • Patinated model • 418 × 53 × 82 mm  

Set of concrete bridge piers
16-pieces, can be used as bridge piers  
and to extend the piers (art. 222547).

Epoch I • 43 × 14 × 5 mm (8 x) • 43 × 14 × 10 mm (8 x)
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Arched bridge
Length 300 mm, complete with three straight 
track beds 100 mm each and 16 concrete pier 
parts. Concrete piers (art. 222548) to go with 
them. Catenary operation is pos sible. Mounting 
plates for catenary masts are included.

Epoch II • 300 × 53 × 82 mm •
Clearance: 31 mm •
Track-bed height: 39 mm

Access ramp
Access ramp consisting of 4 straight and 4 curved track-beds (R1=193 
mm), mounting plates for catenary masts, a pier set consisting of 4 
piers (each 60 mm), 11 piers 5 – 55 mm (with 5 mm intervals) and a 
flexible tapered riser. To extend the ramp use track-beds art. 222540, 
222542 or 222543. Clearance is 56 mm. Suitable for all track types.
Epoch I

Set of piers
Set of piers with flexible 
initial wedge, 11 piers from  
5 to 55 mm (in 5 mm steps) 
and 4 piers 60 mm high. 
Epoch I

4 Track beds, straight
4 track beds, each 100 mm, with trelliswork.
Epoch I • 100 × 32 mm (4 x) 

4 Track beds, curved
4 track beds with trelliswork, R1, 45°, can be altered to 30° 
by means of kink. Compatible with all track brands. 
Epoch I  

6 Track beds, curved
6 track beds with trelliswork, R 2, 30°.  
Compatible with all track brands.
Epoch I 

With the driveway system, consisting of straight and 
curved (2 radius) track beds and matching columns, 
driveways can be built individually, parallel tracks are also 
possible.

The flap-insertion connection of the driveway party is 
extremely stable, it can even be reinforced with glue.

Scenic modelling I Bridges
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Miniature figures

Construction workers

Steam locomotive personnel Epoche III

Track layers

Filling station personnel

Firemen

Factory personnel

Industrial workersBuilding a house

Policemen

In the countrysideMarketeers

Forest hands, forester, deer

Signalmen

OCCUPATIONS

Craftsmen
New Item 2018

Airship crew/Passengers
New Item 2018

»UPS« Logistics staff
New Item 2018
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Passers-by I Passers-by III

Persons going the stairs up

Playing children

PASSERS-BY

Nuns and parson
New Item 2018

Guys at the station
New Item 2018

RECREATION, SPORTS

Ramblers

Cyclists

Carnival figures

Bathers

Evening by the lakeside Out shopping

Bride and groom with vicar

Miniature figures
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Beginner’s Set - figures
Content: 36 pieces 

Supplementary set with 36 figures
New Item 2018

Seated persons
Content: 36 pieces 

Travellers
Content: 36 pieces 

Mountain cows

Cattle

Cows, brown spotted

Fallow deer + red deer Shephard + sheep

Set of small animals

ANIMALS

HorsesDogs and cats

THE LARGE PACKS ARE AN ESPECIALLY GOOD VALUE

Miniature figures
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Hobby selection

»Waldkirch« Station
Epoch II • New Item 2018 •
Railway station: 190 × 68 × 86 mm •
Outbuilding: 67 × 55 × 51 mm  

Loading crane
Epoch II • New Item 2018 • 78 × 42 × 66 mm

Gas station
Epoch III • New Item 2018 • 82 × 74 × 38 mm

Block post
Epoch II • New Item 2018 • 75 × 45 × 68 mm

2 Platforms
Epoch II • New Item 2018 • 251 × 43 × 45 mm (2 x)

FALLER
The construction kits are not only intended for beginners. However, because they are 
low-priced and quick to assemble, they are suitable for your first N model railway. 
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Hobby selection

»Post« Inn
Epoch II • 80 × 66 × 92 mm 

Farmhouse
Epoch II • 119 × 84 × 57 mm 

Mountain chalet
Epoch II • 71 × 64 × 37 mm 

Development house
Epoch III • 110 × 57 × 53 mm 

Development house
Epoch III • 110 × 57 × 53 mm 

Church
Epoch I • 126 × 86 × 153 mm 

Branch »Dresdner Bank«
Epoch III • 105 × 68 × 80 mm 

Gardener center
Epoch III • Residential house: 110 × 57 × 52 mm •
Greenhouse 1: 98 × 46 × 39 mm • 
Greenhouse 2: 71 × 42 × 29 mm 

Station service
Epoch III • 146 × 118 × 34 mm

Workshop
Epoch III • 90 × 61 × 30 mm
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Gardener center
Epoch III • Residential house: 110 × 57 × 52 mm •
Greenhouse 1: 98 × 46 × 39 mm • 
Greenhouse 2: 71 × 42 × 29 mm 

Promotional sets

LIMITED SETS
Punctually at the start of each model-making saison various promotional sets are 
supplied to the trade. They are composed of several building models that thematically 
match each other and are in some cases not available separately.

Railway Maintenance Services
Coal, water, sand and slag! 4-piece engine depot 
set comprised of a one-stall engine shed, a small 
coaling station with swivelling loading crane, a 
water tower and the necessary inspection pit 
with matching gantry crane.

Epoch II •
Slag handling facility: 209 × 85 × 57 mm •
Coal handling: 119 × 44 × 66 mm •
Engine shed: 175 × 52 × 62 mm •
Water tower: 58 × 58 × 135 mm   

»Mühlheim« Railway station set
Comprehensive! Multiple-piece set comprised  
of a rural station with annexed goods shed, a 
platform and the matching protected level 
crossing with accessories ensuring the safe 
crossing of the tracks.

Epoch II • Railway station: 135 × 78 × 60 mm •  
Level crossing: 143 × 98 × 42 mm •  
Platform: 581 × 36 × 37 mm  

»Königsfeld« Station
Impressive! Two-piece station set comprised  
of an imposing passenger building with massive 
ground floor, platform between lines with down-
ward stairs, waiting benches and advertising 
panels as accessories. The light-coloured 
rendered wings with grey corner stones and 
window frames can be built to different heights. 
The optional platform covering along the main 
building partly includes glass elements. Set of 
limited edition.

Epoch II • Railway station: 276 × 165 × 115 mm • 
Platform: 581 × 36 × 37 mm  
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